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Springer Tails
Mid-Atlantic English Springer Spaniel Rescue
By Debbie Lipcsey, President
I attended the MAESSR Springer Picnic in Langhorne, PA last weekend. As I walked around talking to people and visiting the dogs, I was
reminded repeatedly how magical and wonderful it is to be a part of
the MAESSR family.
One example is that I saw a dog I had briefly fostered before moving
him on to a longer term foster home. This poor boy had been so
scared of EVERYTHING that he stayed glued to the floor most of the
time. He was adopted about 2 months ago. I could not believe that
the dog I saw at the picnic wagging his tail and going up to people
and being an ordinary dog…was Pluto. He had made such a remarkable adjustment in such a short time. I kept exclaiming to his adoptive family how truly happy I was to see him acting like any other
Springer. I walked away from this family with tears in my eyes.
Pluto is a shining example of everything MAESSR does that is right.
My second example has to do with one of the “Home for the Holidays” seniors. I was approached by a lady who explained to me that
she had been lucky enough to adopt Markie from us in 2009. Markie
was 12 years old when they adopted him and he had several health
issues. She pulled out pictures to show me how Markie had lived his
life for the 15 months they had him before he went to the bridge. I

can tell you that Markie was living in heaven even before he died.
Markie‟s mom then handed me a donation check and thanked me for
MAESSR allowing her to adopt Markie. I walked away from this
situation with tears in my eyes and grateful that I was a part of an organization so wonderful that it continues to take in Senior Springers
and then find them wonderful homes.
My third example is a dog that MAESSR had in foster care for about
a year while working to fix his multitude of health issues. While I
was eating lunch, I looked at the end of the pavilion and saw Suzanne
working with the grooming clinic. Suzanne adopted Charleston in
February 2011. She insisted on adopting Charleston. I had tried talking to her about a younger dog and she kept changing the subject back
to Charleston. You can just glance at Charleston and see how well
loved he is and how much he loves his mom. Suzanne has been so
impressed with the running of MAESSR that she has become one of
our volunteers. This just demonstrates that the good just keeps going
and going.
I give you these examples to try to explain how lucky I feel to be allowed to be a part of a group that cares so much and works so hard. I
could write pages of examples just like these because this is what
MAESSR is all about. I would like to thank every one of you for being part of the MAESSR family. Keep your eyes open because I am
sure there will be a lot more magic to come!

Here are some pictures of our Wonderful MAESSR dogs as they begin their journey to a new life!! Winchester and Jake XXIV were fostered
by Laura Marinaro and family. Winchester (left) is now residing with the Shillabeer family and Jake XXIV (center) is now “Tanner” and
residing with the Sparks family. Hiro and Jackson (right) have been adopted by their Foster Mom, Nancy Ferrell!! A big Woo Hoo!! For
these four dogs who have found loving homes with the help of MAESSR.
www.maessr.org

Who's That Volunteer?
Rest in Peace, May 24, 2011
Linda Loose lived just outside Leesport, Pennsylvania on a small Christmas tree farm with her husband, Tom, and their MAESSR boy, Patches
VII.
Her fascination with Springers began the summer after her sophomore
year of college when she came to Pennsylvania from Kansas to meet the
family who would become her in=laws. As part of her introduction to
local culture, a visit made to a nearby farmer‟s market. Among the fruits
and vegetables for sale was an x-pen of liver and white Springer babies.
There began Linda‟s love of Springers. All that stood in the way of getting one was a diploma, a wedding, and building a home. Linda‟s first
Springer, Bert, arrived before the carpet was even installed in that house.

In addition to being a foster mom and transporting, Linda, along
with her husband, assisted with a few other MAESSR tasks.
She trained potential foster families, did Craig‟s List postings,
and assisted with Redner‟s Save-A-Tape program, a fundraiser
for MAESSR.
Whether it was being a small part of a Springer‟s better tomorrow or meeting the human members of her wonderful MAESSR
family, Linda certainly left her mark on MAESSR, the dogs in
her care and many members of her MAESSR family.
Editor’s Note: Linda Johnston, MAESSR Volunteer Coordinator composed this article prior to Linda Loose’s untimely death.
Because I wanted to dedicate this newsletter to Linda, I thought
it only fitting to include this article about Linda, her love for
Springers, and how she came to Volunteer for MAESSR.
~Debbie Brookfield

Bert was a wonderful companion and eventually became the “big brother”
to two daughters. Along the way, other breeds came to live with Linda
and Tom but the yearning for another Springer never left. No other breed
quite matched up.
Now, fast forward to the imminent departure of the youngest child for
college. Only one thing could possibly fill the impending empty nest...a
Springer puppy! Tucker arrived just in time to make the college send-off
less painful. A wonderful companion, he traveled with his family west to
Kansas, east to Long Island for college weekends and south to the Keys as
a snowbird.. When the time came, sending Tucker to the Bridge was the
most difficult decision Linda had ever had to make.

Grocery Shopping at Redner’s
Brings Donations to MAESSR

It took some time after Tucker‟s passing before Linda could see a Srpinger
without a welling of tears. Loving another dog seemed too painful but she
missed the companionship. One night while perusing the internet, Linda
found MAESSR‟s web site. She lurked there regularly for months before
deciding to fill out a volunteer application to transport. Driving a Springer
for an hour or so wouldn‟t involve an
emotional commitment, she thought.

On May 24th, 2011, MAESSR lost a true friend and supporter in
Linda Loose. She was a special woman who was always there
to lend a helping hand. One of her many contributions to
MAESSR was spearheading the Redner’s Save A Tape program. I had asked Linda to write an article to be included in a
future newsletter. Below is her contribution to this edition of
Springer Tails.

Linda with one of the many dogs
she and Tom fostered.

Many of the transports Linda and
Tom did resulted in meeting another
volunteer, a very frequent foster mom
for MAESR. On one routine transport, a chance discussion about the
foster family‟s imminent need for a
“vacation home” for their new foster
dog resulted in a flurry of MAESSR
activity to get the Looses approved as
a foster home. Providing short term
care for Cooper was a wonderful experience and the Looses realized how
nice it was to have a Springer in their
home again. Shortly, a foster of their
own would soon arrive. As is easy to
happen, eventually a foster arrived
who didn‟t leave and that is how
Patches became a Loose.

www.maessr.org

By Linda Loose

As a final tribute to Linda who freely gave of herself and her
time, this edition of the Springer Tails is dedicated to honor her
and her many contributions to MAESSR.
Redner's Warehouse Markets is a popular grocery chain which
serves the community by donating 1% of their sales to charitable organizations. If you shop at Redner's please save the register tapes for MAESSR. Each shopper needs to stop by customer service and pick up a shopper's card. When the card is
then scanned at checkout, it qualifies the shopper for a discount
on gas (for which you don't need the receipt) and qualifies the
receipt to be used in the donation program. Depending where
the Redner's is located, the program may be called Save-ATape or Pump Perks. I dread grocery shopping but knowing I
am doing something for our Springers makes it less of a task.
Redner's has 34 stores in PA, 3 in MD, and 1 in DE. Chances
are good even if you can't shop at a Redner's store you know
someone who does. MAESSR needs those register tapes!
Please save or collect them and send them to: MAESSR, Box
15354, Richmond, VA. 23227.

In June MAESSR launched our Quilt Raffle
Bonanza. This year we are fortunate to have two
separate quilts that are in the raffle, meaning that two
lucky people will be winning a hand made
quilt. MAESSR volunteers, Sue Adamovitz
designed and lovingly stitched a quilt called
Peek-a-Boo Blue that contains gorgeous red roses
while Barb Bennett designed and sewed a
whimsical quilt filled with dog scenes surrounded by a
border of "Dogs on the Move."
Raffle tickets cost:
$3.00 each
2 for $5.00 5 for $10.00
If you would like to help MAESSR by selling
tickets, please contact Vicki Phillips
springerlane@gmail.com . You can purchase
tickets from the MAESSR Marketplace.
The drawing is scheduled for
Saturday December 3, 2011.

Jean & Chuck‟s Pig Roast
The Grutzius family is graciously hosting a family pig roast at their home on Lake Anna, Virginia
When: Saturday, Aug 13, 2011
Time: 1 PM to 5 PM
Hurry and register there is a limited number of tickets to this great event!
Cost: $50 per adult (17 yrs and older), $20 per young adult (11 to 16), Free Children under 10
Our Schedule for the day
1 pm to 3 pm: Arrival and swim time/play time. Light Snacks and beverages
3 pm to 4 pm fabulous roasted pig dinner, variety of salads, beans & desserts,
4 pm swim time/play time until Springers and their families go home.
Don‟t miss this fun filled day spent with good friends and their Springers
100% of the proceeds benefit MAESSR

Jean & Chuck’s Pig Roast on Lake Anna, Virginia
Attendees

Number

Names of
Attendees

Total

Adults @
$50.00
Young Adult
11-16 years
$20.00
Children
Free
Please complete this form and mail with your check to:
MAESSR, PO Box 15345 Richmond, VA 23227
www.maessr.org

Dogs Attending

Igive.com – Register MAESSR as your charity and shop through the Igive.com website
Employer Matching Gifts – Will you employer match donations to non-profit organizations? Ask at the Human Resources Department. If so,
your donation to MAESSR will be matched by your employer or doubled!
Goodsearch.com - Search the Internet by using www.Goodsearch.com – designate MAESSR (spell out words to find us!) and we will get
money every time you use this search engine.
Donate to MAESSR to honor a friend‟s birthday, wedding anniversary or special occasion. Don‟t need any more “stuff”? Ask your friends to
donate to MAESSR in your name. Their gift will be acknowledged and you will receive notification as well.
Shop at www.Goodshop.com – designate Mid-Atlantic English Springer Spaniel Rescue as your charity. Target, Expedia, Nike are just a few
of the stores at this site. Your shopping will help MAESSR.
Buy merchandise from the MAESSR Marketplace – Need a gift for a friend? Lots of wonderful items that help the dogs when you buy!
Shop MAESSR Affiliates found on the MAESSR website – MAESSR will get a percentage of your purchase
Recycle Your Ink printing Cartridge with MAESSR – Contact Ilonka (raregirl@hotmail.com) or mail your cartridges to MAESSR, PO Box
15354, Richmond, VA 23227. MAESSR will receive money for every cartridge recycled!
Gift of stock- Similar to a cash donation…..please contact us further if interested in donating stock.
Tell everyone about Rescue….many volunteers and adoptive families find us through word of mouth.
Benevolink – Register MAESSR as your charity and shop Benevolink partners through the Benevolink website. www.Benevolink.com
Redners Grocery Tapes – Shop at Redners, send your register receipts to MAESSR, PO Box 15354, Richmond, VA 23227. MAESSR will
receive 1% of your tape value from Redners!
Natural Balance – Save your receipt and UPC code from Natural Balance dog food and send to MAESSR, PO Box 15354, Richmond, VA
23227

HEAT STROKE PREVENTION

Lilly and Her Snow Angels

By Dr Christine Morlino, DVM

Debbie Brookfield

Ahhh, the Dog Days of Summer……Now that we are getting into the
hot days of summer it is very important that you think about how the
heat can affect your pet. Heat stroke (or hyperthermia) can happen very
easily. It is important to be aware and take precautions.

Here is another excerpt from the upcoming MAESSR Short Story
Booklet which is being compiled by Kathy Snyder. The booklet will
be comprised of stories submitted by MAESSR Volunteers and will
illustrate how wonderful and entertaining it can be to have a Springer
as a part of your family.

Signs of heat stroke may include excessive panting, muscle tremors,
collapse and even seizures. As hyperthermia progresses your pet may
drool large amounts of saliva and he or she may become unsteady on his
or her feet. The gums may turn blue or sometimes bright red in color. If
you are concerned that your pet is suffering from heat stroke you should
seek immediate veterinary attention for your pet because the condition
can be fatal if not treated quickly and appropriately. During the car ride
to the vet have a friend or family member begin to cool the body by
placing cool, wet towels over the back of the neck, in the armpits and in
the groin region.
The best treatment, of course, is prevention. There are many ways to
prevent heat stroke from happening: If your pet stays outside for a fair
amount of time during the day be sure he or she has access to a shady
area of the yard and plenty of fresh, clean water. Adding ice cubes to
their water bowl is a great way to keep their water extra cool. Be aware
that brachycephalic breeds (flat-nosed breeds like pugs and bulldogs),
overweight dogs, and older dogs are especially at risk and should be
more carefully supervised in the heat.

The winter of 2011 was particularly
snowy and cold. The humans in the
household were not fond of this
weather, but the Springers were
lovin’ it! My MAESSR girl, Lilly VII,
adopted in 2009, is a true snow dog!!
She loves to be outside in it and will
run around trying to catch snowflakes as they fall from the sky. Another favorite activity is running
through the snow and "kicking it up"
with her snout. While kicking up snow with one’s snout, you never
know what might be under there! Her absolute favorite activity is
making doggy snow angels. She will be running through a field and
all of the sudden drop to the ground, roll on her back and wiggle all
around. When she’s done, she jumps up with the biggest Springer
smile!

Our house is surrounded by a field where all three of my Springers
love to run and play. A portion of the field is a hill. After a 2011 snow
and ice storm when the snow was particularly crunchy, Lilly decided
to do her snow angel routine. Unfortunately, she was in the middle of
the hill when she did this. She dropped to the ground, rolled on her
back and wiggled back and forth. Then, she started the down hill slide
and slid all the way down the hill! While sliding, she began to wiggle
wildly in order to get back up on all fours. When she finally reached
We all love our pets and want to give them the best care possible. A few the bottom of the hill and was able to get up, she did no longer had
simple steps can go a long way to achieving this goal.
that Springer smile but a look of total confusion as if to say, "Mom,
that NEVER happened to me before." Thankfully, her memory for this
Editors Note: DrMorlino is a MAESSR Board Member practicing in
unpleasant experience was short because later that same day she was
Richmond, Virginia. Her practice is a great friend to MAESSR caring
back outside making snow angels in all her glory.
for many foster dogs.
Try to take your pet on a walk around the neighborhood during the early
morning or evening hours when it tends to be a little cooler and less
stressful on them. If your pet does start to show signs of overheating,
take a break in a cool, shady area and let them rest.
Most importantly, if you are travelling with your pet, remember that
animals left alone in hot cars can quickly become overheated; even 5-10
minutes in a hot car can lead to heat stroke.

www.maessr.org

MONTHLY SUBSCRIBTION DONATIONS
Richard Hoppe
Lisa Nuzacci
Rolf Rykken
Candace Clunan
Debra Johnson
Jenny Crandall
Kim Winter

GENERAL DONATIONS
Ronald Stanwood
Mary Ann McNulty
Ann Hoover
Melanie Santanello
Kim Winter
Renee Klink
Tamara Smith
DONATIONS IN HONOR
Cheryl Saggers
Mary Ann McNulty- Max and Oliver
Susan Kachnoskie
Kim Bolster- Donna and Bernie Thompson
Brad and Mary Lou Shelly
Robert Webb Jr.- Buddy XXIX
Kenneth Ayers
Howard R. Robertson- Sally III
GeofferyLimroth
Karen Stoffan-Ceasar
Annette Chesser
Fran Hrastar- Jon P. Deitchman, DVM
Terry Shriner
Amy Martin- Debbie Lipcsey
Mary Dineen and Kenneth Stewart- Penny Prin- Karl Malessa
Katherine Long Merullo
cess
Allan and Cathy Pearson
Beth Watson- Willie
William A Bearmann
Denise and Hut Lindner- Zippy
Cathy Moyer
Mary Ellen Robillard- Vicki Phillips
Breeden & Breeden
Phyllis Chan- In Honor of Heather and David‟s
Faith Nigro
upcoming wedding
Loretta Stipa- Baby‟s Veterinary Care
Steve Tulin and Darryl Ellis- Duke XI
Robert and Pamela Zellers- Buddy XXIX
Kathleen O‟Neill- George Ives‟ Birthday
Kastie Donovan- Chessie and Oliver
Fran Fisher- In Honor of Kim Bolster‟s Good Health

SPRINGERFEST SEASON IS HERE!!
By Debbie Brookfield
On April 30th, the first MAESSR picnic of 2011 was held at Core Creek Park in Langhorne, PA. We had 160 picnicers accompanied by many wonderful Canine Companions!!
The picnic committee comprised of Barb Bennett, Candi Lynn, Carol Mumbauer, Judy
Bennett, Melanie Gilson and myself diligently worked to make the day funfilled and informative for all involved. Of course, the camaraderie of fellow Springer lovers made it a
great day!! Rob Downey from Annamaet foods provided a talk on canine nutrition.
There was a grooming clinic to help all those interested in grooming their own dogs
achieve this goal. Deb Radanovic and I held a K9 Nosework Clinic and had some very
eager participants. What Springer is not eager to participate in something where a food
reward is the ultimate goal? The best trick contest was won by Naomi and Tristan with
a fabulous display of Springer Talent. Of course, the raffles were awesome and quite
competitive.

DONATIONS IN MEMORY
Bill and Debbie Lipcsey- Zoe
Terry and Linda Johnston-Zoe
Linda and Terry Johnston- Pat Peitryk
Fran Fisher- Pat Peitryk
Vicki Phillips- Pat Peitryk
Peter Capone- Pat Peitryk
Carrie Holt- Pat Peitryk
Vicki Phillips-Kip Watson
Vicki Phillips-Zoe
Vicki Phillips-Donovan Bolster
Vicki Phillips- Lady Donofrio
Vicki Phillips- Teddy and Oliver
Gail Steinweg- Jessie
Marissa and Kyle Flatley- Missy Phillips
Debbie and Bill Lipcsey- Missy Phillips
Debbie and Bill Lipcsey- ShareeLipcsey
Tamara Miller- Reggie Johnston
Kathleen Glass- Donovan Bolster
Vicki Phillips-Stoney Wiley
Elisa Blanchi-Smak- Corey T. Dawg
Linda and Terry Johnston- ShareeLipcsey
Linda and Terry Johnston- Missy Phillips
Lilliane Schuster- Shelby
Christine Lee- Brittany
Vicki Phillips- ShareeLipcsey
Susan Henn- Paddy
Vicki Phillips- Mack Walker
Vern and Geraine Stocker- ShareeLipcsey
Linda Flickinger- MarkeeFlickinger
Debbie Brookfield- Bo Hasting
Debbie and Bill Lipcsey- Spree
Mary Ellen Robillard- Missy “Moo”
Christopher and Ashley Sutton- Wellington
Mary Lou Bryant- Wellington
Vern and Geraine Stocker- James
Vicki Phillips- CH Felicity Diamond Jim
Debbie and Bill Lipcsey- Linda Loose
Fran and Jay Fisher- Linda Loose
The Daniel Boone School District- Linda Loose
Kim Bolster- Linda Loose

This Year‟s Langhorne Picnic was a picnic of firsts. We were able to move to a bigger
pavilion within the park and the Mobile Marketplace was unveiled! The new MAESSR
Mobile Marketplace will make it easier for the Marketplace Elves to keep inventory
organized and on the move.
MAESSR’s new Mobile Marketplace
The MAESSR picnics are a chance for MAESSR Volunteers, Adopters and Supporters
to spend time together, participate in informative activities and spend some Money.
Yes, I said “Spend some Money”. At the Langhorne picnic, the raffles, 50/50 drawing,
and Marketplace revenue was in excess of $5,000! This is a huge deal because these monies are put directly back into the MAESSR program to assist Springers in need. A big thank you to all who purchased raffle tickets, 50/50 tickets and items at the Marketplace.
The day was too short for my liking and I am already counting the days to next year‟s MAESSR Langhorne picnic.
www.maessr.org

Since the last edition of the MAESSR Springer Tails, we have had a number of events and two Springerfests. We wanted to
share some pictures of these events with all of you. Below are some pictures from the Langhorne Picnic, Paw Prints on the
Canal, the Bull Run Picnic and Pet Adoption Days. As you can see we are quite a busy bunch!

on the

www.maessr.org

By Laura Marninaro
Rocky was seized from a Delaware home along with 26 other dogs, four horses, and
six goats. All of the animals were severely neglected, and the county's animal control officers are currently in the process of compiling a case against their former
owners.
When the animal control officers first brought him back to the shelter, Rocky was
so matted that he could barely walk and he had to be sedated so that the staff could
shave over ten pounds of mats and hair off his body. They weren't sure what they'd
find once all the hair was gone, and were relieved to see that he did not have any
obvious problems. Unfortunately, heartworm testing indicated that Rocky had an
advanced heartworm infection.



Once he was brought into foster care, further veterinary evaluation showed the severity of Rocky's heartworm disease. The imaging studies revealed that the heartworms were beginning to invade his pulmonary artery as well as his heart. In addition, Rocky's mouth was in bad shape, with several
fractured teeth and a bad case of gingivitis.
Rocky Before.

Coming from a situation where he spent 24 hours a day contained in a small concrete dog run, every experience Rocky had was new
for him. When his foster mom arrived at the shelter to pick him up, Rocky would not walk on a leash, and plastered his body to the
ground as soon as he was approached. She had to carry him to the car and lay him in the backseat, where he stayed in the precise position she left him for the entire 45 minute ride home. Upon their arrival, Rocky did not want to get out of the car and again had to be
carried into the backyard. It was obvious that the feel of grass under his feet was entirely foreign to him - he lifted his feet high above
the grass to walk through it, and opted to stay on the concrete pool deck instead of on the grass. Rocky was very unsure about entering
the house, and when his foster mom approached to bring him in, he decided that the pool was a better option and launched himself in!
It's hard to say who was more surprised. Once his foster mom had fished him out and toweled him off, Rocky seemed relieved to be in
his crate for the night to get some sleep.
Now that he has had some time to adjust, Rocky is acting much more like a "normal" dog. He has started to respond to his name and
comes right to his foster parents when he is called. It‟s hard to believe he is the same dog that opted for a swim over human attention
just a short time ago!
Rocky's heartworm treatment means that he has to be kept very quiet. Under strict
orders from the vet, Rocky is not allowed to run or play with the other dogs, jump up
on furniture, go for walks, or do anything else that might elevate his heartrate. This
has been hard for Rocky, as he clearly wishes he could interact more with the other
dogs in his foster home. Rocky's foster parents spend a lot of "quiet time" with him,
brushing his coat and petting his head, so he is starting to have a much more positive
association with people. In fact, his foster parents have started seeing the beginnings
of the classic Springer butt wiggle when they come home from work or pull out the
treat jar.
Because Rocky's teeth are in such poor shape, he can only eat wet food for his meals.
For the first few days that he was in foster care, Rocky's foster mom was spoon feeding him because he was having so much trouble eating out of a dog bowl or off a
plate. Now he is feeling a little bit better, and most of the time he'll finish his meal if
it is served on a plate. His foster parents give him dental treats and he has been a good
boy during their attempts to brush his teeth. He will likely still need a dental exam to
get a thorough cleaning and remove the teeth that are too damaged.
Rocky has a long road ahead of him in foster care. He has to overcome his health issues and continue learning what it is like to live as an indoor pet. Fortunately, his
sweet temperament in spite of the neglect he has suffered is clear. When he is ready,
Rocky will make a fantastic companion for a lucky Springer-loving family.
Rocky After!!
www.maessr.org

Tunneling, Teetering & Weaving:
A Magnificent Obsession
By Sarah Ferrell

A gaggle of women and a few men rush to form a huddle around a
woman who is obviously the person of authority. The rapt listeners are
spellbound by the instructions being given. Some are taking notes.
Some are drawing tiny maps with arrows and crosses. Some smile and
sigh heavily. Eyes grow wide, while squatting, pointing, and walking
backwards, memorizing placement of jumps, table and tunnels. These
intensely ready to compete people are performing one of the many rituals practiced in the dog sport of agility competition: „The Walk
Through‟.

Frosty Meets An A-Frame
Candi Lynn, MAESSR Senior & Special Needs Dog Assistant, first
saw dogs dashing from tunnel to weave poles on television. Knowing
her own spaniel, Frosty, loves any outing that includes time with mom,
food and lots of praise, they went to an agility event at Sherry's Agility
Training. Lynn stresses the value of attending an agility class with an
experienced, upbeat instructor to insure that dogs learn to jump, weave
and climb gradually and with reward-based teaching techniques. Lynn
advises, “ Look for a class that shows the owner how to see obstacles,
like the a-frame and teeter-totter from the dog‟s point of view. Find a
teacher who is skilled in training the trainer. Remember that patience is
one of the most important skills a trainer can develop.” Frosty‟s mom
explains that the trainer must be constantly aware of any element of an
obstacle that could be dangerous to an untrained dog. Beginning with
low jumps and very safe, stable equipment is a must. Dogs need to
gradually learn control to avoid mishaps like falling or jumping off
equipment. Dog moms and dads must learn to respect fears or worries
that are very personal to each dog. One dog may be afraid of tunnels
and need lots of slow, enthusiastic introductions to what may look like
a scary black hole. Another dog may be afraid of the noise and excitement of the agility class or trial. Some dogs may be too fearless and
need to learn to slow down and look to their moms or dads for guidance.
Lynn was most interested in the fun Frosty had and in the deep bond of
working to please his mom that Frosty gained from training. She urges
other Springer folks to give agility a try since our Springers are usually
quick to learn, love to jump and are built for speed. Agility is a fantastic outlet for sporting spaniel drives and talents. Lynn‟s best piece of
training advice: “Make sure you praise, praise, praise when your dog
does what you ask !”

“We Can Do It!”
MAESSR‟s “ Springer Tails” Editor, Debbie Brookfield and her
three year old Springer, Madison have been bitten by the agility
bug. They have equipment in the backyard. They can‟t wait to get
to class. They are a very devoted team. When asked what she likes
most about agility, Brookfield explains, ”As a multi-dog owner and
a foster Mom, I always had 5 or 6 dogs at my house. I felt as if
Madison was being lost in the shuffle and wanted to do something
that was just the two of us. Agility training was a way for us to
have "Mommy and Me time". I did not start in agility with the goal
or plan to compete. Agility work helps develop a bond between
trainer and dog because you must work as a team. It also helps to
develop trust between you and your dog.”
Brookfield and Madison train with Karen Schelling at Heatherfield
Training in Slatington, PA. Brookfield looked for a class that was,
“Small in size, with an instructor who teaches handling skills in
conjunction with equipment and who is not concerned with speed
but teaching skills correctly the first time.” A major skill Brookfield tries to develop as a handler is “to think like a dog!“ When
walking a course the first time, I need to keep reminding myself to
look at the course as Madison will see it. Not an easy task!”
Brookfield has learned about Madison‟s learning style. Madison
wants to do things correctly and please her mother. Brookfield
notes, ”When we are learning a new skill or piece of equipment, I
think Madison is apprehensive and concerned that she is going to be
wrong.” Along with upbeat practice and building skills gradually
Brookfield treats Madison like the canine athlete she is. Madison“
receives a supplement called Phyto-Flex, and she regularly runs
through the fields by my house to keep her muscles toned. She is
starting underwater treadmill work for conditioning, and she sees a
canine massage therapist.” Brookfield and Madison have a great
training motto, which is, “ We can do this!”

Get Ready With Great Resources
Agility trainers will tell you they are a breed of dog trainers unto
themselves. Agility diehards are usually hooked quickly and permanently. If you give your dog a try at agility fun, be ready to become
obsessed to experience the wild happiness that overcomes dogs
working courses that are part playground, part obstacle.
Interested? Two great basic agility training books are, “Switching
Sides: Making The Transition From Obedience To Agility" by
Kay Geutzloff, and "Agility Training: The Fun Sport For All
Dogs", by Jane Simmons- Moake. Moake also offers an exciting
series of agility how-to DVDs (http://smartflix.com/store/
video/5556/Competitive-Agility-Training, and on YouTube: http://
www.youtube.com/watch?v=4eEQOMcke2E).
Lots of agility trainers recommend the book, “Control Unleashed”
by Leslie McDevitt for great tips for making the over-stimulated,
worried or less outgoing dog feel better about remaining calm in the
wide world of dog activities. No time to read? Curl up on the
couch and rub your dog while you watch the 4 disc “Control
Unleashed” video (http://www.controlunleashed.net/).

A few home-made, or purchased, agility obstacles for your back
yard would be a great gift of fun and companionship for your dog
who is dying to go outdoors and romp. A helpful book to get you
started is “ Dog Agility Equipment Construction Instructions:
YOU CAN! Build Better Training Obstacles for your Dog” by
Ann Embry. See pre-fabricated obstacles at http://www.carlsonagility.com/ and http://www.madagility.com/ .
(continued on next page)
www.maessr.org

Catch agility fever.
Your dog surely wants to jump and weave. Whether you have stay-athome goals and never intend to leave your own back yard obstacle
course, or whether you are training your next agility champion, your
dog doesn‟t care. To run, leap and please you will fill his canine heart
with joy. Watch his tail. The tail will tell the tale of his delight.
---Sarah Ferrell is the author of the award winning book, “ Devoted
To Dogs: How To Be Your Dog’s Best Owner.” She owns Dog Manners Obedience school and has taught classes in the US and Europe.
She writes columns about dogs for, The “Free Lance-Star” newspaper,
The “AKC Gazette” magazine and the ESSFTA’s “Springer Spotlight”. Her Website: http://abrohamneal.com/. Sarah is also a long
time MAESSR Supporter and Mom to Zeela (MAESSR 2010).

MAESSR Owner Relinquishments
By Angie Epling
When asked if I would like to write an article for the MAESSR
Newsletter about Owner Relinquishments, it prompted me to reflect
back on the years of doing this and how far we have come. When I
started with OR‟s back in 2002, there were only a few volunteers
helping me and we were able to keep up with demand. Today, we
have 12 volunteers on our team and some months we are working
very hard to keep up with the requests of owners to be contacted. In
2010, MAESSR took into foster care, over 150 Owner Relinquished
dogs.
Some may think that this is a bad thing, but really, from a rescue perspective, it is quite good. This means that our name is out there and
the MAESSR reputation must be a good one. This also means that
we get a lot more information about the dogs and their likes, dislikes, health and temperament. This is all valuable information not
only to find the appropriate foster home for them but also to help find
the perfect forever home. It is so helpful to know if a dog has lived
with young children, cats or other dogs before.
Being on the OR team can be quite an emotional task at times. There
are times that we can‟t take them due to aggression and a bite history. As much as we would like to be able to bring all Springers into
MAESSR, we cannot if the dog is too aggressive. There are also
happy emotional times like being able to give an owner the peace of
mind knowing that their dog will be taken care of when they no
longer can due to circumstances out of their control.
To bring a dog into our foster care program we first make contact
with the owner. We get those requests from our online form, email
or our MAESSR phone voicemail. We also have many craigslist ads
that are forwarded to our team that we look into. Once we make contact with the owner, we gather information to assess temperament,
health and personality. We then gather paperwork such as a signed
Owner Release form, health records and a picture. Once those items
are in hand, we forward all of the information to Debbie Lipscey who
posts it to the Foster Home email list requesting foster care. Once
foster care is found, we send in all of the dog and owner contact information to the transport team so that they can take over from there
to get the dog to their foster home. Once the dog is in foster care, we
send off the paperwork to the appropriate people to keep on file .
As you can see, there is a lot of or work and detail that goes into getting an Owner Relinquishment into MAESSR foster care but luckily,
due to a very good team of volunteers, we are able to keep them coming in and the whole MAESSR team is able to work together to send
them on to wonderful forever homes.

TRAINING TRIUMPHS
By Tracy Yeager
This from Tracy Yeager: We adopted Jeannie from MAESSR in
2006. She was a puppy mill dog, eye recently removed, just had puppies and in horrible shape. She was so shy and scared of everything
for quite sometime. She quickly became attached to our other
Springer, Chester, and would follow him around. Chester passed
away this past February, and we expected Jeannie to fall into a slump.
We enrolled her in some family dog classes just to get her out of the
house and with other people/dogs, which is something she normally
despised (she has been in training class before and was content to
hide in a corner and run for the door when given the opportunity). To
our surprise, Jeannie flourished in training class. She was switched
from intermediate to advanced class after a few sessions. She did not
shy away from other dogs and voluntarily walked up to other people
in the class. She knew when we were near the training building and
would pull on her leash till we got inside. She has mastered many
new fun tricks. She almost has fetch down. Most impressive to us is
that her tail wags a mile a minute now, and she has never been a tailwagger. She is now a confident and energetic Springer!
Beth and Tom Anderson report that
their Molly, adopted Jan. 2006, has the
following training triumphs: AGII title
(agility - United Kennel Club), ARCH
title (rally - Association of Pet Dog
Trainers), and a 2010 national ranking
award of #4 in RL2X category (APDT
rally national rankings).

Welcomes…
By Linda Johnston
MAESSR volunteers come
from locations that we ser- Please join us in welcoming the following new volunteers who have recently
vice all around the Midjoined MAESSR.
Atlantic region including
Pennsylvania, New Jersey,
Gail Ahrens - Chadds Ford, PA
Maryland, District of CoKaren Agersborg - Blue Bell, PA
lumbia, Delaware, Virginia
Betsy Murphy - Long Valley, NJ
and West Virginia. We also
Tim White - Rockville, MD
have volunteers in South
Jill Wallace McNeil - Haverford, PA
Carolina, North Carolina,
Deborah Bolino - Rockville, MD
Arizona, Minnesota, AlaKaren Stoffan - Monroe Township, NJ
bama, Tennessee, Georgia
Valerie McNamara - Vineland, NJ
and New York who, despite
Wendy Linehan - Washington, DC
their remote locations, are
Diane Dousham - Rhinebeck, NY
able to help our organization
Margaret Nash - Olney, MD
accomplish its mission.
Tina Marie Nelson - Lebanon, PA
Jami Dent - Charleston, WV
If you are interested in
Kay Strickler - York, PA
learning more about volunAmy Butler - Richmond, VA
teer opportunities, please
Cathy Moyer - Altoona, PA
contact our Volunteer CoorDavid
and Rosemary Plum dinator, Linda Johnston at
Virginia
Beach, VA
springerlove@comcast.net,
Michelle
Willis
Middletown, DE
or simply complete the
online volunteer application
on our website.

www.maessr.org

WHAT’S NEW WITH SPRINGER TAILS
Debbie Brookfield
It seems as if the age of the Information Superhighway is here to stay as more and more things
are done online. MAESSR has decided to take advantage of the Superhighway with the Springer
Tails. Starting with the 4th Quarter Edition of Springer Tails, we will be changing how the newsletter is sent and received. The newsletter will be sent out in print and be available online at our
website for two issues a year. The other two issues will be available online only. The 4 th Quarter
Newsletter of 2011 will be the first online only edition. You can access the newsletter at http://
www.maessr.org/ourwork/newsletter.php. If you have any questions or are unsure how
to access the newsletter at our website maessr.org, email me at dlbrookfield2@yahoo.com.

2011 Calendar of Events
7/31/2011 PICNIC IN THE PARK- Nay Aug Park, Scranton, PA
Contact Person: Candi Lynn
frostysd1@yahoo.com
8/13/2011 MAESSR PIG ROAST- Lake Anna, VA 1:00 p.m.-5:00 p.m.
Contact:
www.maessr.org
9/11/2011NEIGHBORFEST DOG WALK- Upper Saucon Township, PA
Contact Person: Candi Lynn
frostysd1@yahoo.com
9/17/2011

MIDWAY MANOR BARKFEST- Midway Manor, Allentown, PA
Contact Person: Candi Lynn
frostysd1@yahoo.com

9/17/2011

SPRINGER NATIONALS- A Full Week in Warwick, RI
Contact Person: Debbie Brookfield
dlbrookfield2@yahoo.com

10/1/2011

BURLINGTON PET EXPO-Burlington, NJ
Contact Person: Melanie Gilson
Luckycharm7745@gmail.com

10/8/2011

LV GERMAN SHEPHERD CLUB PET FEST- Alburtis, PA
Contact Person: Candi Lynn
frostysd1@yahoo.com

10/15/2011 CRANBERRY FESTIVAL- Chatsworth, NJ
Contact Person: Vicki Phillips
springerlane@gmail.com
10/16/2011 CRANBERRY FESTIVAL- Chatsworth, NJ
Contact Person: Vicki Phillips
springerlane@gmail.com
10/29/2011 CANINE CARNIVAL- Chesterfield, VA
Contact Person: Kim Bolster
ess4x18@cs.com

Foster Dog
Spa Days
By: Debbie Brookfield

Most humans that I know enjoy being pampered and looking their best. Believe it or
not, our canine friends also feel better when
they are clean and have a good haircut. I do
know that for some of them, getting to the
looking good part can be a challenge for a
variety of reasons. MAESSR will be implementing a new program to assist our Foster
Homes with the grooming needs of the foster
dogs in their care.
Fran Fisher will be contacting our Foster
Homes to determine if the foster dog in their
care has any grooming needs. She will then
attempt to assist the Foster Family in identifying Groomers willing to provide low cost
or free Grooming Services to rescue
dogs. Fran will also be working towards
identifying Volunteers who are available to
assist in grooming Foster Dogs.
Fran will also be coordinating Grooming
workshops in different areas of the MidAtlantic region. The goal of the workshops
will be to provide MAESSR Volunteers with
the skills necessary to groom a Springer. It is
hoped that these volunteers will then be able to
assist in Grooming our
foster dogs.
We want our MAESSR
dogs to go to their forever homes looking as
Spiffy as can be!!

www.maessr.org

THE TRAINING CORNER
Thunderstorm Anxiety
By Nancy Lewis – Mom to Nash of Class 2009

Some Springers are just fine with thunderstorms. But there are a percentage of our canine companions that sense the onset of a thunderstorm and head for cover; others, react with the first clap of thunder,
shaking from fear. Storm training has been a timely topic this last
month. For what it‟s worth, here is how I approach storm training.
This process worked well for past foster dogs that exhibited fearbased reactions with the onset of storms and for my past/current
Springers.
Puppies are much easier to train. Right from the time you bring them
home, condition the pup that a storm is simply part of the normal
routine. Your operation can be termed, Re-direct & Condition. At the
onset of a storm, start an activity that is part of the pup‟s normal routine. Select a room in the house that is more secluded from the storm.
As an owner, act happy and be focused solely on the activity, not on
the storm. Pick an activity that the pup enjoys, such as playing with
their favorite toy, playing fetch, playing find-it or hide-and-go-seek.
Play at elevated energy, laughing and talking with confidence and
joy. Continue the activities for as long as possible. If the storm is
long, transition to obedience training. Put the pup through their regiment. Then teach a new command. Reward with treats and use a high
-value treat for executing the new command/response. The key goal
you aim to achieve is keeping the pup focused on you and their task,
not on the storm. Do not allow the pup to disengage from this focus.
If the pup does start to focus on the storm, perform an immediate redirect, even if it‟s as simple as using a treat and the command to
“look at me.” The pup is being trained to recognize the storm as another normal point in time.
It is much more difficult to work with an adopted Springer or foster
Springer who has had the opportunity to be fearful of storms and
develop fear response patterns. The operation now becomes, Redirect & Re-condition. Before another big storm hits, practice having a party for your dogs on a comfortable, normal afternoon or evening. Act as if it‟s family time for fun. For example, on Friday evening, get happy, put the music on and make popcorn for your Springers. Place them on their dog beds or favorite park-it spots and serve
their popcorn and treats. Sing along with the music – be upbeat and
have fun. Next, play their favorite game or activity, as you would
above with a young pup. Make it a fun event and learn how to com-

pletely engage their attention. Practice this fun time on a number of
good weather occasions. Now for the storm …
Right at the onset of the storm, you are going to throw an even bigger
and better party for your dogs. Again, complete family time; recruit as
much participation from household members as possible – everyone is
invited. Put the music on – don‟t be afraid to pump up the volume,
make the popcorn, and fill a plate with yummy treats. Dogs will focus
on you when you sing and move around to the music. (I would sing in
the kitchen while making the popcorn. I‟d jump around and dance en
route to the sitting room. The dogs loved to hop around and be part of
the dance. I also sat everyone right on the floor around the coffee table, dogs too, giving them popcorn and treat plates.) The humans must
laugh and talk with high energy, creating a party-like atmosphere. Get
the dogs comfortably placed and get the food going. If the storm escalates, have a sing-along. If the power goes out – it‟s fun! Carefully
light and strategically place candles, continue that sing-along and tell
table-side stories. You will be amazed at how quickly dogs can forget
about a storm when they are at the center of a party.
What all of this accomplishes is a re-direct from the storm to the fun
and activities. Springers like to be with their humans and they love to
be part of festivities. Whatever technique you adopt to create your
storm party, bear in mind it‟s about creating a festive occasion where
no one acknowledges the storm or indicates any form of fear. You
want the storm to represent a festive, family time that includes all the
canine kids. During this party – as Springers gobble their treats and
festive foods pretty quickly – transition to the favorite activities. Avoid
pack separation. Keep everyone in the same room, as you are attempting to re-condition. During long storms, transition from the games to
fun-based obedience training. It‟s a great time to create new obedience
games for your pack.
What you do not want to do is coddle your Springer(s) during the
storm. If you do, this means that you are acknowledging the storm‟s
threat, which serves to encourage the Springer‟s fear. Ignore the storm
and any fear-based reaction. Focus on the fun and festivities that you
have organized and continue to re-direct your Springer(s) attention
away from the storm. After several storm parties, your Springer(s) will
start to relate to storms in a different manner. You are in the process of
changing their association mechanisms, which is the re-conditioning
aspect. Far enough along in the process, they will come to know that
they are safe with you in your household. Their fear will eventually be
less severe when you are not home for the storm. Always bear in mind
that fear-based re-conditioning work is a continuous process. Don‟t
expect all problems to be solved after several sessions.

Nationals – A Celebration of Springer Spaniels
By Kim Bolster
Where can you find obedience, agility and tracking where all the dogs entered are Springers? A conformation/dog show where every entrant is
a Springer? A Rescue Parade with Springers from all over the country? All of these wonderful events take place at a yearly event of the English Springer Spaniel Field Trial Association – known to all as “Nationals”.
This September, Springer Nationals will be in Rhode Island and MAESSR will play an important role. MAESSR activities will include a large
merchandise store, participant in hospitality, and a co-sponsor of the Rescue Banquet. The Rescue Banquet is a large dinner “party” complete
with silent auctions and an auctioneer! All the money raised this evening will go to Springer rescues. Nationals is an outstanding opportunity
to fundraise for MAESSR while enjoying events with other Springer enthusiasts. There are some clinics, educational events and you can see
and cheer on several MAESSR dogs in agility, obedience, rally, and the crowd favorite – the Rescue Parade.
To make the weeklong event a total success, MAESSR is looking for people willing to help at Nationals. You do not need to be a MAESSR
volunteer to help. Anyone who enjoys seeing Springers excel in many activities will love Nationals. Please consider attending some or all of
Nationals and helping MAESSR with our activities. The dates are September 17 th through the 25th – although the majority of the events occur
mid week. You can see the schedule of events by going to www.essfta.org (look for the banner under the headline) or by contacting Deb
Brookfield via email at dlbrookfield2@yahoo.com. Hope to see you there!
www.maessr.org
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Quantity
of Items

Item

Circle choice below

MAESSR Beverage Travel Cup
Eye Glass Case

19.00
Black

Burgundy Brown

Green

20.00

Rug with Puppies

24.00

Set of Flea & Tick Plush Toys

18.00

Trotting Springer Window Decal

Phone #

Cost

Left Facing

Right Facing

6.50

House Flag Four Seasons Autumn

32.00

Mark Shields Pin/Pendent

42.00

MAESSR Oval Window Decal

2.50

Shirt Save the Planet Carolina Blue

S

M

L

Ship To:

Email address:

XL

2X

21.00
Total

Please enclose this slip with your check made payable to MAESSR
Mail To: MAESSR, P.O. Box 15354, Richmond, VA 23227

MAESSR APPRECIATES AND NEEDS YOUR FINANCIAL SUPPORT. YOUR DONATION WILL BE USED TO RESCUE AND CARE FOR
ENGLISH SPRINGER SPANIELS IN THE MID-ATLANTIC REGION. PLEASE MAIL YOUR DONATION TO THE ADDRESS BELOW.
THANK YOU FOR YOUR GENEROSITY.
PLEASE ACCEPT MY DONATION IN THE AMOUNT OF:
$25___ $50___ $75___ $100___ $125___ OTHER: _________
MY DONATION IS:
IN HONOR OF:

IN HONOR OF:

IN MEMORY OF:

IN MEMORY OF:

SPECIAL WISH TO:

SPECIAL WISH TO:

NAME AND ADDRESS:
NAME AND ADDRESS:
PLEASE ENCLOSE THIS SLIP WITH YOUR CHECK MADE PAYABLE TO MAESSR
M AIL TO: MAESSR, P.
O. BOX 15354, RICHMOND, VA 23227
www.maessr.org

